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About the Guide 
__________ 

Covid-19 has caused global closure of our venues and organisations, impacted revenue 
for the sector, and caused great uncertainty for audiences and visitors alike. Over the 
past few months, we’ve faced new challenges and it’s clear that paving the path forward 
to reopening won’t be simple. While it might seem like forward planning and full recovery 
is some time away yet, it’s even more important that you take the time to set clear, 
ambitious, and measurable goals.  

In the arts, our aims and objectives derive from common goals but we often lack a 
framework that delivers the results which we set for our different teams and departments. 
There are a great number of approaches and strategies but with pressures facing 
organisations around time, resources, and reduced team members, we believe the OKR 
framework will help keep you on track and in line with targets.  

This guide takes a close look at Objectives and Key Results (OKR framework), and how 
tweaking the way you structure your goals can support organisations to achieve their 
mission. We’ll take a look at how objectives are constructed, and how to implement the 
strategy across your entire organisation. There are plenty of practical examples to help 
you get started quickly. Once you’ve finished with this guide, you’ll be able to implement 
a new framework to set goals and objectives, and measure results across your 
organisation.  

Our team has created some important worksheets templates to help you set your 
objectives, plan your goals, measure results, monitor progress, and identify areas which 
need additional support and focus. You will be able to access these worksheets through 
the guide so that you can start building your new framework and implement OKR 
management.  

We hope you enjoy getting to grips with your OKR 
project. 

The very best of luck!  

Paul 
Managing Director   
Ticketsolve 

ticketsolve.com 

http://ticketsolve.com
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An Introduction to Objectives 
and Key Results 
___________ 

Objectives and Key Results is a simple management framework that helps every member 
of your organisation work towards the same overall common goals and ensure that they 
have full visibility at all times on progress and results. OKR is all about critical thinking and 
will help you align goals so that all departments are working collaboratively on the goals 
that really matter the most for your individual organisation.  

Whether your organisation is profit or non-profit, large or small, driving performance is 
always at the top of your priority list. Most organisations get stuck with the same problem 
of creating goals that are most meaningful and then trying getting the entire team on 
board. With a list of different goals for marketing, box office, programming, & 
development, it doesn’t take time for things to slip through the cracks and for us to lose 
focus on what matters most. Have you ever wondered what another member of your 
team is working towards?  

Benefits of the OKR Framework 
There are 3 major benefits to implementing OKRs in your organisation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The framework informs the 
entire organisation on what 
really matters. 

Busy, productive, and innovative 
teams often lack focus due to 
what is known as “shiny-object 
syndrome”. OKRs provide a 
framework that does not inhibit 
motivation, but rather channels it 
towards accomplishing prioritised 
goals so that everyone is on the 
same page. 
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2. It offers a clear path on what 
is making a meaningful 
difference.  

OKRs allow different teams and 
departments within your 
organisation to take responsibility 
for their contribution to the 
success of your organisation. 
They offer a feeling of purpose 
and create a strong sense of 
accountability internally. 
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3. Most importantly, it highlights 
what is not successful.  

In every organisation, there is a 
considerable amount of time 
wasted on tasks that really don't 
matter. OKRs demand focus and 
encourage decision making based 
on proven results. 
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Why Objectives and Key 
Results? 
________ 

Our team began implementing the OKR framework a number of years ago. The 
framework has helped us to strengthen strategies for our organisation, it also helps us to 
understand individually what we are working on and why. It allows departments and 
individuals to make conscious decisions on what we’re not working on, which is equally 
important .  

Some of the experiences we’ve witnessed from implementing the framework are:  

 

 

A Way of Quantifying 
Instead of Just 

Qualifying 

Helping our teams  to 
quantify instead of 

qualifying. The 
framework helps to add 

numbers/dates/
deliverables to the 
results we want to 

achieve each quarter;

How Did we Perform in 
Achieving our Goals - By 

Quarter/Season 

It also offers us a clearer 
understanding of our 

performance in the past 
and in achieving our 

current goals and 
objectives.  

Periodically Reviewing 
How We are Doing in 

Reaching Those Goals 

OKR provides us with a 
framework for 

periodically reviewing 
how we are doing in 

reaching our goals. We 
use these review 

sessions as a learning 
tool for providing useful 

data on what we are 
working on towards the 

future. 
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How You Build Your  
OKR Model  
_________ 

The basic OKR structure is simple and streamlined. We created an OKR Worksheet for 
you to use when building your goals. Listed are the Ticketsolve Top Tips for getting 
started quickly with OKR:  

1. Agree your Objectives 
As you begin setting your first OKRs start by defining 3-5 Objectives for your organisation 
and departments that you want to achieve during a given time period (quarter or season). 
Objectives should be ambitious, qualitative, time-bound, and actionable.  

2. Define your Key Results 
Under each Objective set 3-4 measurable Key Results. Key Results show the most 
important things you need to do this season, not every small task you do each day. Key 
Results can be based on growth, performance, revenue, or customer engagement. 

3. Update your OKRs 
While you should set OKRs for quarterly or seasonally, it is important to continuously 
review all OKRs on a weekly basis. This ensures you stay on track with your goals and 
acts as an excellent feedback loop for team members. 

4. Plan Weekly and Create Daily Tasks 
OKRs should be incorporated into all weekly activities. At the beginning of the week, it’s 
important to think about what projects and plans need focusing on. Set deadlines for 
these priorities and review progress internally at the end of the week.  

5. Review your OKRs 
At the end of the OKR cycle, you should then review how the overall performance across 
the different departments and your overall organisation. See what worked well and 
identify areas for improvement. From there you can start planning your next OKR cycle. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x-xjbOsxHhk7Jdf42keCangGq5RRnuNucU39r9WheXo/edit?usp=sharing
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A 3-Tier Approach to  
Creating OKRs 
____________


Organisation > Team > Individual  

Organisational OKRs  
Organisational goals highlight the top-level focus across your entire organisation. They 
are the big picture view of what your organisation wants to accomplish. Before team and 
individual OKRs can be implemented, your organisational objectives need to be clearly 
defined. After all, the various teams and the individual members need to understand how 
they can make a meaningful contribution to achieving the goals of the organisation. 
Without mission and vision, your team will have a hard time coming up with meaningful 
objectives.  

Team OKRs 
Team OKRs define the priorities for the entire  team in one department and are not a 
collection of all  individual OKRs. 

Personal OKRs  
Personal OKRs define the contribution of a specific and individual person for the 
organisation and highlights their own priorities and deliverables. 
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Elements of Creating 
Meaningful OKRs   
___________ 

Start With Your Objectives 
The objective needs to be ambitious, it shouldn't be something that is easily achieved.  
the objective should feel a tad uncomfortable.  

It is useful to review an example of an OKR applicable to most organisations which is 
centered on fundraising. Let’s take the example of implementing a new fundraising 
campaign:  

Objective  

Create a successful fundraising campaign across all channels of the organisation.  

Identify Key Results  
Key results should clearly highlight how you will measure if an objective is achievable. 
They need to be relevant and measurable to avoid any doubt. Each objective should list 
its own 4 key results.  

Key Results 

1. Launch  fundraising campaign in December 

2. Raise £35,000 by April 

3. Create a meaningful ‘Thank You’ campaign for all donors over £50 

4. Secure 3 high-level donations of over £500 pounds after 3 months.  

The OKR above states a clear objective, but most importantly, it 
has clearly defined a set of key results which are specific and 

measurable. Remember, it’s not a key result unless it has a 
number/date attached to it. This way it offers the team a 
clear set of deliverables to aim for! 
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Developing A Process and 
Creating A Timeframe 
__________ 

One of the biggest traps when adopting the OKR framework, is creating aspirational 
goals and forgetting all about them. To drive performance and ensure accountability 
across all three tires, OKRs need to be reviewed regularly.  Each team should arrange 
short meetings at the end of each week to discuss progress and set your priorities for the 
following week. Below highlights the continuous development path of structuring 
seasonal OKRs.  

No matter what time of the year or which season you start 
OKRs, you will need to allow time for individual and 
wider-team reviews. Weekly progress should be used 
as a tool for motivating departments and 
emphasising the contribution made to achieving 
the overall objective. It will also ensure that there 
are no surprises at the end of an OKR period. 
Here, everyone is on the same page in terms of 
the organisation’s progress.  
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Understanding the Cycle of the 
OKR Framework  
___________


When adopting the OKRs, one thing you need to decide is the length of the planning 
period – or how often you will be setting objectives. The framework should blend to the 
calendar of your organisation. In arts and culture, we usually operate in fiscal quarters 
and seasons.  

Research shows that three months is the optimum time for setting and reaching an 
ambitious goal and that structuring planning around 6-8 week cadences is great for any 
fast-moving environment. The breakdown of how you want to devise OKR periods should 
naturally compliment the schedule of your own individual organisation.  

Organisational objectives are usually set by the leadership team and consist of objectives 
that matter most to the organisation. But the departmental and individual OKRs are 
designed through conversations between managers and team members. Staff meetings 
and regular one-on-one sessions ensure everyone is on the same page regarding 
progress and performance.  
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Basic Housekeeping  
___________


OKRs can set the right tone for a new season or quarter but it’s easy to get caught up 
with a bucket list. Here are some important considerations to keep in mind while planning 
your objectives: 

Make sure objectives are relevant and achievable;   
OKRs encourage organisations to be ambitious, but setting a long list of 12 objectives is 
too much for any team to accomplish in the space of 3 months (and if you are able, then 
the objectives weren’t ambitious enough in the first place). We recommend setting a 
maximum of 5 objectives and listing 4 key results with each. You need to be very clear on 
your aims and what results your organisation needs to achieve in order to drive 
performance.  

60% of  Objectives sit between Tier 3 and Tier 2;  
The framework facilitates a practical working model that drives motivation internally and 
enhances the overall performance of each team. If too many objectives are constructed 
from Tier 1, then your teams are told what to work on rather than allowing them to 
understand how they contribute as a whole to the organisation. In order to encourage a 
collaborative workplace, objectives should be agreed on with team members rather than 
set by General Managers and CEOs.  

Think of  it like a CV and stick to one page. 2 Maximum; 
Objectives and Key Results should be concise and ideally be written on a shared 
document. Using a live document like Google Docs means that your team can see real-
time progress updates. It also enables each department to summarise their impact to the 
organisation in a matter of minutes. Just remember, it is not encouraged to implement the 
framework as a performance evaluation tool!  

Aim for a score of  60% and be wary of  achieving over 70%; 
OKRs are designed to be far reaching. If your team is hitting 100% of all targets, they’re 
not thinking about the bigger picture. On average, you want to aim to achieve 60% for 
each objective, and anything below 40% needs to be evaluated further. Just remember, 
not hitting your target is not a sign of failure, it’s an opportunity to grow and increase 
learnings.  

Continue Incomplete Key Results ONLY if  they are still Important; 
At the end of a season, it’s easy to shift any incomplete or low scoring objectives to the 
next. Take some time and consider why these objectives scored low, did they offer any 
value to your organisation? Make sure you only continue with incomplete tasks if there is 
merit to completing them. 
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Putting It All Together 
____________


Working with the team at Princes Theatre, we’ve devised an OKR strategy for their next 
quarter. 

Organisational OKR
Back to Business and Aiding the Local Economy

Viable Opening in the Current Climate 

Key Results 
Open by June 1st

Programming OKR Marketing OKR H&S OKR
Programme a financially 

viable season 
Regain Customer 

Confidence
Aware and Compliant with 

current Legislation 

Key Results Key Results Key Results

The intial programme needs 
to be a share of the income 

- Split

Gaining COVID 
accreditation by end Jan - 

supported by clear 
customer journey

Agree the scope and 
responsbilites of the H&S 

reps by end of March

Programme every Friday 
and Saturday night

Increase positive Comms, 
daily activity across social 

media

Rep to continuously update 
and disiminate on weekly 

basis

Programming and on sale 
end of Jan

Increase customer 
engagement through 

engagement capaign end of 
Jan

Regular checks and records 
maintained on a weekly 

basis once staff are back in 
the building

Enagage with local business 
for mutual support and 

advertsing complete by end 
of Jan

Ensure all departments are 
fullfilling their requirements 

- weekly checks

Comms Programme Plan 
complete end of Feb

Source and implement 
requisite training
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“The OKR framework has not only transformed strategic management for our organisation, but it has 
changed how we measure success and failure. Our internal communications have improved and after the 
end of  each season, we’re learning more than the last. It motivates us individually and as a whole team.” 
Kai Aberdeen, Theatre Manager, Princes Theatre 

“Setting clear objectives means that we know what each department of  our organisation is aiming towards. 
It also shows our performance contributes to the wider goals of  the organisation. It’s a great way to kick 
off  a season and get the whole team determined to set some ambitious targets.”  
Peter Ling, Shows and Finance Manager, Regent Theatre Ipswich  

Follow our OKR Template and start the conversation with your team today!  

Technical OKR FOH/Box Office OKR Finance OKR
Getting the building back 

operational again
Ensure customer COVID 

compliance
Long Term Busines Plan

Key Results Key Results Key Results 
All equipment to be 

checked and serviced 3 
months prior to opening

Agree customer on-site 
journey by end April

Detailed 4yr business 
forecast - complete end of 

Dec

Consumables need to 
ordered by end of Jan - 

Brexit consideration

Trainiing of COVID secure 
expectations end of May

Review and update monthly 
evaluations of finances

Recruitment - Key staff 
identified and recruitment 

porcess started by Early Feb

Recruitment - Key staff 
identified and recruitment 

porcess started by Early Feb

Detailed costings of COVID 
expense complete end of 
Dec with monthly reviews

Liaise with Acts if there 
have been changes in 

requirements by end of Jan 
- will influence programming

Update POS to ensure 
contactless capability end of 

April

Prepare COVID safe 
working environment and 
practices by start of April
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Tracking Your Progress 
___________


This is  the most important aspect of implementing OKR, if you don’t track your progress, 
how do you know if you are going to achieve your goals? Scoring your OKRs on a weekly 
basis is vital for a number of reasons, but mainly it gives you focus and allows you to plan 
your weekly tasks. 

Alongside your main planning session at the start of the week, at the end of the week 
each team should have a quick catch up and discuss:

• Have all the tasks that you set the team on Monday been completed? 

• If not, why? 

• Score each Key Result to see where things are. 

Scoring and monitoring an OKR works off a percentage model. If you are hitting and 
exceeding your objectives, you mark your result as 100%. If you have only achieved half 
of your objective, your result will be 50%. 

You have to be brutally honest with yourselves when scoring, there is no point of scoring 
yourselves 100% because you will just be keeping on chasing your tail and you will fall 
behind each week. Be honest and realistic. Remember if you score 100% at the end of the 
season or quartet, your OKRs were probably set a little too easy. Think of your scoring 
something like this:

• 50% - Average 

• 60% - Above average 

• 70% - Very Good  

• 80% - Great  

• 90% - Excellent. Identify areas for further growth next season.  

• 100% - Overall an excellent performance but need to identify a challenge moving 
forward.  

Scoring: Remember you score yourself  on what you think your outcome will be. If  your target is to reach 
10% increase in revenue by the end of  the season but you think you will only hit 7%. You mark the 
objective  at 70%.
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Review, Learn and Go Again 
___________


At the end of each OKR cycle make sure you schedule the time for a  review session. In 
these sessions you should give each of your key results a final score, and reflect on each 
OKR as a whole. Using a retrospective approach, pose some (or all) of these questions to 
your team: 

• Were our objectives ambitious enough? 

• Were our key results measurable? Did we know what our baseline was at the start of 
the quarter? 

• Did we lose sight of our objectives during the season? If so, why?  

• Were our OKRs aligned with the company's broader strategies?   

• Did they keep us focused? 

• Did we feel connected to our OKRs? 

• What have we learnt from this quarter? How do we lift the bar moving into the coming 
quarter? 
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Good Luck 
___________ 
  
We hope you have enjoyed reading through this guide and that it will help you with a 
framework for achieving your goals.  

We’d like to thank the whole support and customers success team for putting this guide 
together and we hope you find it useful.  

Good luck with implementing and building your OKRs and remember, we’re always here 
to lend a hand. 

Ticketsolve  
www.ticketsolve.com  
talktickets@ticketsolve.com  
UK: (+44) 01865 987667  
IRE: (+353) 015240954
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Ireland     United Kingdom  
Digital Court   Jactin House  
Rainsford Street   24 Hood Street  
The Digital Hub, Dublin 8 Manchester, M4 6WX 
+353 (0)1524 0954  +44 (0)1865 987 667 

talktickets@ticketsolve.com  
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